
If you have come here to help me, 
you are wasting your time.  If you 

have come here because your 
liberation is bound up with mine, 

then stay and we can work 
together. 

                                       
                                       

                  Lila Watson, Aboriginal Educator/Activist 



Creating Diverse  
Communities:  

Religion and Power 
Kathy Castania 

Opening Doors Diversity Project 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
My name is Kathy Castania.  Welcome to the workshop on creating diverse communities.  I am looking forward to examining this topic with you.  I have been leading workshops for over 20 years on issues of diversity, power and oppression, and it is exciting to have a chance to delve into the specific identity of spiritual beliefs.  For more information about me, you can look at my bio. And I would be willing to stay on after the workshop if you have any questions.



Workshop Objectives 

 To develop a common language for talking about power, 
privilege and difference. 

 To examine the impact of Christian hegemony on social, 
political, and economic power in the U.S. 

 To develop a vision for what spiritual diversity within a 
community would require. 

 To collectively develop strategies for increasing spiritual 
acceptance and religious equity on campus. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You have packets at your seat.  The first page of the packet is an agenda.  You will find on there workshop objectives and also working agreements.  



Working Agreements: 
 Confidentiality 

 Listen for understanding 

 Respect for others and multiple perspectives 

 Open, honest dialogue with no repercussions 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
WORKING AGREEMENTSThese working agreements are a synthesis of the consistent agreements that we have gotten From workshop participants over the years.    Are there any additional ones that you need to be able to engage in this workshop today? If there are we will write them to the newsprint list.  Working agreements are a very important tool in diversity change work.  I encourage you to use them before discussions and within you groups, clubs and organizations.  With more time we would build this list together.  



INTRODUCTION TO THE 
WORKSHOP 
 

WE ARE MEMBERS OF GROUPS  

 

SOCIAL SYSTEMS ASSIGN STATUS TO GROUPS 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Introduction:Today we are going to look at ourselves as members of groups who participate and practice spirituality in order to understand how we as individuals respond to the status or lack of status we are given by the larger society by virtue of our group membership.  This status becomes attached to us because it is attached to our religion or non-religion.  It isn’t about whether we have worth or our spiritual beliefs have worth or value, it is about what happens to us and our groups when we are assigned value by the social system we are a part of.   It is never about being catholic, muslim, atheist, jewish, agnostic, lutheran or the many other forms of spirituality.  It is not about what we believe or whom we worship or don’t worship but it is about what value has been attached to our beliefs by the larger system.  Therefore it is helpful to look at the system that we were born into. A system that we did not create, but inherited. This examination is necessary in order to understand how we can move away from it and build a system that does not place value on our beliefs.  A system that sees our desire to believe or not believe as just different and not less than or greater than.  



Group Identity: Spiritual 
Beliefs 

Up – Down Activity  
How do we identify spiritually?  

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
UP DOWN ACTIVITY:In order to do that lets look at ourselves as members of groups.  I am going to call out groups relative to spiritual beliefs and you will be invited to stand proudly if you are a member of that group.  Other participants may clap and celebrate the group membership of those who are standing.  If you are unable to stand you can just raise your hand. When your group stands up notice who shares that group membership with you.  Also notice what groups are not present. It is important that we start out with seeing ourselves as members of groups.  Weare individuals with in groups and our groups are the ones that are assigned status.



DOMINATOR MODEL 

Excluded Dominant 
“Power over” 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Points:diversity/oppression and identity development research has created a language to describe  hierarchical dynamics among groupsname for social model Dominator Model naming it is not creating it systems of hierarchy are  present in other countries around the worldfocus on how it works in the United States – where we liveexamine from the societal levelhow dynamics manifest at the micro level Key Points DM power dynamic - write power overInherited a hierarchy of values assigned to groupsValues and ideals set the standard for societyDominant status – write dominant Social, political and economic powerExcluded status – write excluded Range of responses to excluded groups – invisible and  irrelevant to a total threat to our societyMay sit at table but role is to support  dominant group - Draw graphic – table



DOMINATOR MODEL 
“Power over” 

Roles    

Agent Victim 

      Christian     All other spiritual beliefs 

Excluded Dominant 

➜ Ally ➜Empowere
d 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
TAUGHT ROLESKey Points:completely naive and open to learningtaught roles – like being put on a walk-way in an airport – moving forward write roles AGENT TO ALLYKey points:agents of oppression – write agenttransformative event leads to the process of becoming an ally -  write allyLife-long process, not an eventUnconscious sense of superiority System set up for dominant groupsTransformative event/interaction - begin to change attitudes and behaviors Need allies from group as modelsNeed empowered people from excluded groupVICTIM TO EMPOWEREDKey points:We are socialized to act as victims – write victimA transformative event occurs and we begin the process of becoming empowered –   write empoweredEmpowerment is an internal process of reclaiming our inherent powerThis is a life-long process, not an event. Unconscious sense of inferiority Survival strategiesNeed empowered people from our own group as models Need allies from the dominant groupSPIRITUALITY:For purposes of this workshop, lets name the hierarchy that exists in the US system So my assumption is that under dominant I can put “Christian”And under excluded I can put “all other spiritual beliefs”  For purposes of time I didn’t name them, but I invite you to call out some now. Ask for examples of how Christian Hegemony works ASK FOR EXAMPLES OF CHRISTIAN DOMAINANCE IN THE US:Citizens’ AlmanacLanguageHolidays



PARTNERSHIP MODEL 
          

 

 

“Power with” 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
TRANSTITION TO PARTNERSHIP MODELKey Points:Dominator Model is the status quoExamining DM so we know what exists while creating what can beVision outside of the status quoThinking about change can be difficult Resistance reinforced by messages in popular media - generate fear of changeTaught DM for so long  - think that change = switching roles – “dominant” becomes “excluded” and “excluded” becomes “dominant”PARTNERSHIP MODELKey points:1. Vision = “power with” 2. Collectively build a way to think outside of DM and create together a vision for change3. Actualizing “power with” by building skills, behaviors, values and strategies DRAW THE TABLE 



PARTNERSHIP MODEL: Spirituality 
Creating “Power With” Dynamics 

Identify any values, behaviors, attitudes, 

skills and conditions that would support 

movement to a Partnership Model in your 

community on spiritual beliefs.   

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We are going to collectively make a list My scribe, Peter, will write down this list for us for future reference



Partnership dynamics: 

Values:  
• Cooperation 
• Respect and Dignity 
• Different Treatment = Equivalent Outcome 

 
 
Skills:  
• How to negotiate common ground 
• How to speak the language of diversity change 
• How to transform agent and victim roles 

Behaviors: Assertive  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here are some other examples of dynamics to consider



Intersectionality of our 
religious identity with other 
group identities  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What the society has done is place value and worth on our belief systems.  The relevance is what our social system is structured.  Once a true social/political equity has been created then our religious systems will have to figure our how to be a part of this system that doesn’t place value or worth on any one belief system.  One of our greatest challenges is that when we have been given social sanctioned worth and status it is made invisible to us.  This invisibility is a by-product of dominance.  The world works for us and we don’t have a lens on what it is like for others.  We walk around with a sense of entitlement, given privileges and it becomes normed.   Then when things change around us to create greater equity members of dominant groups think that they are being unfairly targeted and discriminated against.  We can compare this to any other oppression and see how it works.  As men, white people or able bodied, we don’t have to think about what others are not given.  I didn’t understand my able-bodied privilege until I went on a trip with my cousin who was in a wheelchair back in the day.  The world didn't work for her.  I was shocked.  As a matter of fact it would be helpful as individuals who are Christian to look at one of your excluded identities to start to understand how it works.  



Roles 

Adults (working age)             Young People, Elders 

White People                      People of Color 
Men              Women, Transgender 

Owning Class   Middle Class    Working Class, Working Poor, Poor 

“Standard” English             English as 2nd, 3rd…, no English 

Temporarily-abled            Differently-abled 

Heterosexual             Gay, lesbian, bi-sexual, questioning… 

Christian              All other spiritual beliefs 

Formally Educated           Educated by life 

Magazine look             Everybody else 

Citizen              Temporary resident, undocumented.. 

“Traditional” Family           All other family forms 

Early immigrants           Current and forced immigrants 

Dominant 
Agent ➜Ally    

Excluded 
Victim ➜Empowered 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
INTERSECTIONALITYLet’s make a list of other group identities and list them by status.  I invite you to think about your membership in these other groups and how they might intersect and effect your identity and role in spiritual beliefsExamples:  1.  Empowered in other exclusions helps us to become allies in our dominancePeople who have a lot of excluded identities may make may see their Christian identity as a way to get statusAs we find our voices in my excluded identities I am able to see my dominant identities that are often invisibleThink about someone who is GLBT and Christian  



What Dominator Model 
dynamics are preventing 
movement to partnership?  

Based on your personal experience as a 
Christian (dominant) or Other Spiritual 
Beliefs (excluded) identify what gets in 
the way of creating partnerships that 
can lead to healthy diverse religious 
communities?  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I invite you to pair with the person sitting next to you and discuss this question.  I will time you and ask that one person speak first, at the end of 3 minutes, I will call time and you will switch, the person who spoke will listen and the listener will speakAfter the time – invite people to share examples of what they identified.  Have them recorded on newsprintExamples:Not being aware of or denial of Christian privilegeNot seeing self as member of a dominant groupInvisibility of excluded group membersDichotomy: Good people bad people based on spiritual beliefsIn exclusion: minimizing the experience and hurt Interfaith conflict between excluded groups  i.e school closing for some religious groups Oppression meter 



Overcoming Dominator 
Model Barriers: 

Using the list of Dominator Model 
barriers, identify strategies for 
overcoming them within society and 
within your spiritual community.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I invite you to pair with the person sitting next to you and discuss this question.  I will time you and ask that one person speak first, at the end of 3 minutes, I will call time and you will switch, the person who spoke will listen and the listener will speakAfter the time – invite people to share examples of their own 



CLOSING: 

You are invited to share an 
appreciation for a 
thought, an idea, yourself 
or another participant.  
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